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PART I 
"INTRODUCTION 11 
The mind of the modern man has accomnlished one of its 
greatest feats in the discovery of ways to manipulate nuclear 
energy. The great constructive and destructive uses of it are 
the background of much acientific research at present. Along 
with this research are articles in many news communication 
which tend to draw the oublic s attention to radiation and 
its effects on mankind. 
The increase in ra.diation conscionsness of the general 
public is quite a demanding phenomenon. This widespread in-
terest is undoubledly due to extensive newspaper and magazine 
publicity, often i l l informed and unfortunately bedeviled by 
conflicting political and ethical uoints of view. The only 
point of agreement between these points of view is that . the 
population of the world is being subjected to an increasing 
burden of ionizing radiation and that such radiations are 
potentially harmful. 
The demand for a better understanding of this phenomenon 
reaches into our secondary schools of today. The better stu-
dents, who usually read more than their instructors, are eager 
for enlightment on the effects of radiation. With this eager 
curiosity, motivation has taken its highest value to learning. 
It is then the responsibility of the instructor to direct this 
motivating force into increasing the l{nowledge of radiation 
to its maximum for the individual student. 
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The average secondary school science curriculum at 
present is overloaded. This gives rise to the question as 
where in the curriculum should a discussion of radiation 
effects be introduced. In evaluation of the processes of 
radiation we see that in oryeration it is uhysics. In ac~ 
tion it is an ionizing agent which classes it as chemistry. 
In effect it acts unon living tissue, therefore, placing it 
in the category of bilolgy. 
From the three mentioned categories for radiation, bi-
ology is selected as .the starting point for teaching its ef-
fects. However, the other two categories must of necessity 
follow with ample explanation for a complete understanding 
of radiation. Biology is selected by the author on the fol-
lowing basis: 
1. Biology is usually taught first in the highschool cur-
riculum. 
2. It shows both need and apulication from the biological 
viewpoint. The publicity given the effects to the human 
body is basis for a need of a better understanding of the-
se effects. This understanding can be apDlied to future 
life in~protection of self and progeny from the ill ef-
fects of radiation. Both need and application must be 
demonstrated. before interest can be aroused in any cou1·~0 . 
3. A higher percent of our students will be working with ra-
d.iation and need to know the effects in order to take nec-
e ssary precautions for personal saf ety. 
4. The inheritance mechanism is b y far the most .sensitive 
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to radiation and will afford a background unit for intro-
dution to the unit covered in this paper. 
5. The basic vocabulary acquired in this unit will serve as 
a background for radiation study in future science courses 
in high school and college. 
The biology curriculum of the average high school is just 
as overloaded as the physic and chemistry curricula. The big 
nroblem for the teacher then is how to squeeze radiation into 
.!. 
an already loaded program. This, as in most other problems, 
is one which must be handed by the individual instructor. 
The one suggestion by the author would be the deletion of a 
nart of that long tedious 11 operation frog 11 which is a stan-
dard Dart of many high school biology curriculums. The need 
for a study of such modern changes in our environment should 
be the driving force behind the biologist who wishes to keep 
his course up to date. 
It is through personal concern for the biology curricu-
lum and the influence a teacher has upon his students future 
that has prompted the writing of this paper. The contents of 
this report cannot possibly be taken as an all inclusive a-
ccount of radiation and its biological effects, because many 
of them are unknown today. The purpose of the -oaper shall be 
its value as a guide for a unit to be taught in high school 
biology. Tne body of the paper shall be a summary of thee-
ff ects now knovm and published by well known scientist in the 
field of radi a tion biology. This summation will not be all 
inclusive but will cover material t ne au tnor feels can be a-
dapted to the high school level. 
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The contents of this report wil.l include a swnmary of 
ionizing radiation, radiation effects upon the cells, genetic 
effects of radiation, its pathological effects, and a short 
coverage on possible safety measures to urevent harmful racti-
ation exposure. In the research and writing of this naper 
the author hopes to increase his personal knowledge of the 
subj ect enou-gh to enlighten future students upon its uos sible 
·effects and the roll it will ulay in their future. Svery ·1n-
di cati on i s t hat the uroblem will increa se in the fut ure. If 
it does it must be met intelligently and vigilantly by fut ure 
scientists so that the development of atomic ener gy will not 
be hindered and at t he same time afford the gr eatest u os s i ble 
nrotection for humanity during this development. 
FART II 
IONIZING RADIATION AND ITS ~'.~ANS OF ACTIVITY 
Tne radia tion with which this paper is concerned are the 
alpha, beta, and gamma radi a tions along with x-rays, protons, 
and neutrons. The entire group can be classified together as 
ionizing radiation. We mi ght also be concerned with ultra-vio-
let light which is not a true ioizing radiation . To clar i fy 
the term ionization it is explained by Lea, as follows: 11 an 
atom consists of a positively charged nucleus and a surrounding 
constellation of negative electrons, the whole being electri cal-
ly neutral. The principal mean s of energy dissipation by an 
ionizing radiation in its p assage through matter is the ejection 
of electrons from atoms through which it -oasses. An atom so 
ionized is l eft po sitively char ged, and r ef erred to as an i on. 111 
The biological action of radiation is due to the change 
which produces these ions . A small part may nossibly be due 
to the separation of electrical charges but most of them can 
be attributed to chemical change s resulting from the ioniza tion. 
The latter deduction is derived from the fact that when an el ec-
tron is removed from an a tom it is almost certain to change the 
molecule of which it i s a part chemically. The ele ctr on r emov-
moved could be a bonding electron which i s snar ed by two atoms 
of a molecule. I f t ni s we r e the ca se, diss ociation would occur 
ln. E. Lea, Action of Radiation on Livi ng Gell s ( Cam-
bridge, 1955), p . 1 
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and with it chemical change. The excessive energy ne eded to 
remove an electron could also create chemical change in a mol-
ecule. 
Ultra-violet light as well as some ionizing radi a tions 
dissipate energy by excitation in the tissue. This consists 
of raisi ng an electron in an atom to a higher energy level, an 
orbit farther from the nucl eus, and producing a change wi thin 
a mol ecule. The damage produced by th.is is less drastic in 
effect on the human body than from ionization. 
Since we se 0 the.t energy -olays a large part in t he ef-
feet of radiation, it is feasible to understand the use of the 
roentgen as the unit to measure t he quantity of absorbed rad-
iation. It in1J0lves a measure of t he actual energy ab sorbed 
in t he tissue. "The r Lgorous scientific definition of the 
roentgen involves t he number of ions nroduced in a cubic cen-
" tir::ieter of standar d air." 0 The dosage of radiation determines 
t he effect fr om radiation. Schubert and Laup3 give the follo w-
i ng dose rate and effect information: 
Dose Rate in Roentgens 
0 - 25 
25 - 50 
50 - 100 
100 - 200 
Effects 
No observable effect 
Blood change (as manifested by count) 
101 exhibit symptoms of radiation 
sickness. Full recovery wi thin few 
da s 
25% exhibit symptoms, probably no 
deaths, possible disability 
2Jack Schubert and Ralph E. Lapp, Radiation: 1,fuat It Is 
and How It Affects You, (New York, 1957), p. 33 
3 Ibid., p. 45 
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Dose Rate in Roentgens 1 Effects 
200 - 300 50~~ exhibit sym-o toms, 25% deaths 
300 - 400 90% exhibit symp toms, 25% death s, 
' injury ~ossible to all 90% 
400 - 500 50% lethal 
_6_0_0_, _o_r_o_v_e_r _______ ·- ·-· Nearly all die within 30 days 
From this information we can see that radiation does have some 
effect on the human body. Further in this report we will di s-
cover t hat even the small doses have drastic effects t hough 
t hey are not observable by the human eye until later in life 
or even in future generation of our nrogeny. 
PART III 
RADI ATI ON AND THE ?ODY CELLS 
The fun damental effects of radiation begin with the cell. 
It is here that the ultimate demonstration of how radiation 
acts on living matt er must be found. Cells themselves, des-
pite enormous differences in their size, shapes, and functions 
are constructed according to a certain plan. They are sur-
rounded by a nearly invisible outer mem !)rane kno\'m as the pla-
ma membrane. Next t hey contain a gelatinous material known 
as cytoplasm in which is suspended a very den se particle known 
as t he nucleus. This nucleus is bound by its own membrane and 
is the heart of t he cell's act i vity. 
The nucle us contains threadlike chromosomes which under 
the microscope appear as a tangled network. Each chromosome 
in the human body contains a large number of genes arranged 
in single file along the entire chromosome. Each of these 
genes has its own unique function in regulating the continuous 
series of chemical reactions necessary to maintain life. Rad-
i a tion affects the cell by crea ting a change in comuosition or 
arrangement of t hese genes. 
·we think of this cell as the smallest unit of organismal 
structure, but from the point of view of physics and chemistry 
it is multitudinous. "It consists of 108 to 109 molecules of 
8 
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such diverse materials as water, minerals, Droteins, carbohy-
drates, fats, etc., which are in active motion . 111 Cells how-
ever are mainly wa ter and it is in this water that a primary 
effect of radiation takes place. 
111ihen water in the cell is acted upon by radiation, a 
small fraction is a_econmosed into extremely reactive fragments 
called free radicals, which readily interact to form peroxides 
and other cell poisons . These peroxides, as well as many other 
decomnosi tion uroclucts, can move around for a short while until 
they alter a r -eceptive molecule . Among the !!lost sensitive sub-
stances in the cell are enzymes, which are essentially large 
protein molecules, one enzyme molecule modified by radiation 
may transform 100, 000 or more mol ecules ne eded for perpetuation 
of the metabolic acti vi ties of t he cell. IIG 
Ionizing radie.tion has a minor effect on cel \ ular meta-
bolism such as respiration and glycolysis but it has a mark ed 
influences on the mitotic Drocesses. It cause s a drop in the 
rate of mitosis, foll owed by an attempt to recover and t he ap-
pearance of degenerate cells. 
It is in the mitotic process that cell nuclei are prim-
arily involved and ionizing radiation has its greate st influ-
ence on the cell nucleus durin g t his time. Irradiation can 
influence t he rate of ~itosis in all five stages of mitosis 
but t he cell ha s a bett er chance of recovery if it occurs af-
ter metaphase . 
The chief constituent of t he nucleus desoxyribonucleo-
protein, may be t he most impor tant constituent in ce1- l dama ge. 
Ionizing radi ation u os s i bly t h rough the inter medi ary of ac-
tive r adicals p roduced in the tissue water a s previously men-
1 Friedri ch Ellinger , Medi cal Radia tion :Siol op.::y, ( s-oring-
fi eld, 1957), p . 14 
2 Schubert and Lapp, p . 67 
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tioned interferes with the synthesis of this nuclear constit-
uent. The extent of this interference depends on the dose 
and density of the ionization uroduced in the surrounding tis-
sue. This interference can interrunt cell division to the 
uoint of mutation or cell degeneration by interrupting the 
conversion of ribo-nucleic acid, usually found in the cell 
plasma, ~-nto the desoxy-ribonucleic acid of the nucleus. 
Attempts made to explain the effects of ionizing radi-
ation during the mitotic processes of a cell on the basis of 
interference of the synthetic processes taking place in the 
cell must also consider other possibilities in addition to 
the synthesis of desoxyribonucleoprotein. 11 If under the ac-
tion of ionizing particles chromosome threads are broken,syn-
thetic processes trucing place on the thread surface may also 
be influenced or interrupted. There is a possibility, also, 
that enzymatic processes taking place in the cytoplasm are 
governed by the hapi; enings in the nucleus. In that case a 
3 
chromosome break may have far-reaching consequences" as pre-
viously mentioned from other sources. 
Under the microscope the irradiated cells exhibit the 
phenomena of vacuolation and pycnosis of the nucleus. This 
pycnosis or denser armearance of the nuclear material is due 
to chemical changes of the chromatin, the substance making up 
the cel l nucleus. 
3 George Hevesy, 11 Ioni zing Radiation and Cellular Meta-
bolism 11 , s~mposium of Radiobiology: Oberlin College, ( New 
York, 1956 p. 203 
11 
After this discussion of the different effects uuon the 
individual cell the different cells of the body should be class-
ified according to their sensitivity to i onizing radiation. 
Cells which are considered to be highly sensitive to radiation 
damage are: bone-marrow cells, lymphocytes, cells of gonads, 
spleen cells, cells of thyroid, and intestinal mucous cells. 
Cel l s affected to a moderate extent include those in: grow 
ing bones, epithelium of skin, salivary gland, connective tis-
sue, and elastic tissue. The following include organ and tis-
sues of which their cells are considered to be relatively ra-
diation-resistant: kidney, liver, mature bone, and the brain 
or nervous tissue. This classification is based primarily on 
the one given by Schubert and Lapp4 in their very informative 
book upon radiation. The significant thing to remember is th-
at any cells can be damaged if the dosage is great enough but 
the damage to some cell s is much slower in showing up than in 
others. 
4 Schubert and Lapp, p. 45 
PART IV 
"GENETIC EFFECTS OF RADIATION 11 
In the study of the genetic effects of radiation there 
must be a background in the basic conceuts of heredity. The 
most prevalent theory of heredity today is the gene theory. 
Ee.ch cell of the body contains a great collection of 30,000 
or more genes. These diverse hereditary units are strung to-
gether in a single file arrangement to f orm the tiny threads 
vi s i ble under the microscope called chromosomes. It is by 
the interaction of the chemical oroducts of these genes that 
the composition and structure of every living t hing are deter-
mined. 
Before any cell divides each of its genes duplicates it-
self, thus each chromosome thread becomes two b oth structural-
ly identical. Then when the cell divides each of the two re-
sulting cells has chromosomes exactly alike or very similar de-
pending upon the activities occuring within the cell during di-
vision. some activities within the cell can bring about rare 
chemical accidents which change t he genes. These accidents are 
called mutations. 
The se mutations usually strike one gene at a time and 
these genes produce new ones having different or ab onormal char-
acteristics. Very rarely a mutant gene happens to have an ad-
vantageous effect. In fact, Muller1 states t hat 99 percent of 
1Muller, H. J. "Radiation and Human Mutation, 11 scien-
tific American, November 1955, p. 58 
1 ?. 
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mutant genes in man produce some harmful effect or d i sturbance 
in function. This disturbance can vary from slight malfunc-
tion of a cell to the extent that inheritance of mutant gene 
might mean death if t he same defect i ve gene was received from 
bo th par en ts. such a gene as t he latter is refered to as a le-
t hal gene. Normally the dan ger is not from lethal genes but 
fr om genes which produce some detriment, giving rise to a risk 
of premature death or failure to reproduce. 
This risk is involved in genes which give rise to only 
slight impairment to t he person inheriting them. Because of 
its persistance the slightly detrimental gene can produce a to-
tal amount of damage comparable to that produced by the very 
lethal ones. The sum effect in disability from these genes can 
be noticeable and is usually felt more as we grow older or in 
s uccessive generations. The damage from a mutant gene can on-
ly disapuear when the inheritance line in which they are car-
ried di es out. In case of severe and obvious damage this may 
happen in t he first generation, in other cases it may require 
hundreds of generations. Thus, for the general population a 
little radiation, producing mutations, to a lot of people is 
as harmful as a lot of radiation to a few since the total num-
ber of mutant genes can be t he same in the two case. 
The greatest effect of radiation on t he human body i s 
this ability to produce mµtant genes which can transfer dam-
age to f uture generation. There is controversy over the ef-
fects which radiation has upon genes, but t he three most pre-
val ent are mentioned by Glasstone2 as: 1. production of toxic 
2 Glasstone, Samuel, sourcebook of Atomic Energy, (Prince-
ton, 1957), p. 524 
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substances, 2. ionization by breakage of chemical bonds, and 
3. the causing of two or more breaks in the chromosomes. 
The basis behind the production of toxic substances is that 
certain chemicals such as mustard gas cause mutations simu-
lar to those resulting from radiation exoosure. The genes 
are believed to be large, complex molecules simular to pro-
tein and it is known that any breakage in t he chemical bonds 
due to ionization will destroy or change the n8.ture of large 
molecules in experimental work. The third mode would leave 
room for mutation in the recombination of the chromosome parts. 
It is kno~TI that the parts of a broken chromosome tend to re-
join and if a small -oart containing a gene were lost a mutant 
condition would be produced. These parts could al so be rear-
ranged within the chromosome and -oroduce genetic changes great 
enough to produce mutation. 
The res ults of a mutant gene is duplicated in subsequent 
cell divisions. Once a gene mutates it never recovers its o~ 
ri ginal fo r m unles s a further restorative mutation occurs. 
Most geneticists agree t hat a restorative mutation would be 
quite rare. A mutation could occur in either a body cell or 
sex cell. The ones occuring in a b ody cell would merely be 
pas sed along to other body cells and will be discus sed under 
the pathological effects of radiation in chap ter V. The one s 
of greatest concern here are those mutations which arise in 
s ex cells and are therefore hereditary. 
"Radia tion can aff ect t he reproductive cells in t hre e 
ways : It can kill t he cells outri ght; it can br ealc or damage 
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t he chromosome, and it can cause the genes to mutate 11 • 3 
The latter two ha ve already been discussed. ana. the first 
is of no concern here because t he death of t he cell auto-
matically eliminates it from influencing heredity. The 
main concern with the reproductive cells is that t here is 
no mini mum amount of radiation which :nust be exceeded be.,.. 
fore mutation occurs. 11 Any amount, however small, that r e-
aches the reproductive cells can cause a corresnondingly 
small number of mutations. The more radiation received the 
more mutations". 4 The harm done is cumulative, and depends 
on the total accumulated gonad dose received by people from 
their own concention to the conception of their last child. 
The cumulative harm may be exem9lified by a female 
child since she contains at birth all the ova she will ever 
u se. 11 It is very improtant to note that exnosure of the ova-
ries to radiation affects eggs which are to be fertilized in 
t he future. Thus radiation damage is preserved by the ova 
and may result in defective children. Even if the children 
anpear normal, they may carry defects in their heredity make-
un (the genes) which will be manifest in l a ter generation". 5 
The exposure should be held to an extreme minimum from birth 
through the reproductive life of a female. 
In the male the testes produce spermatozoa. These ma-
3schubert and Lapp, p. 186 
4Report to the Public. A study of the Biological E.,-
ffects of Atomic Radiation, ( Washington, 1956), p. 28 
5schubert and Lapp, p. 77 
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ture from very young cell s called spermatogoina which are a-
mong the most radiosen.si ti ve cells of t he human body. A small 
amount of radiation can kill these cells and render temDorary 
sterility to an individual. Fertility returns to a male after 
an adequate number of spermatogonia have matured. Radiation 
can render some of these spermatogonia defective or Droduce mu-
tant gene in them. This often happens when mature sc ermatozoa 
are exoosed to rad.iation or from defects in the first ones to 
mature after temporary sterility d.ue to radiation. The best 
precaution for the male is during medical exposure is to pro-
tect the gonads with a lead shield. 
During a symposium on radiobiology Russell of Oalc Ridge 
listed the following unique feat ure as the basis for the im-
portance of genetic effects among the hazards of exposure to 
radiation: 
1. 11 There is usually no healing of the damage. some 
type of damage to the gene tic material, for example the break-
ing of a chromosome, may, under certain conditions heal. 0th~ 
ers, for example "cell lethal" mutations, are by their nature 
prevented from passing on to any descendants. However, from 
the effects that are actually hereditary, in the sense of be-
coming manifest in the next or subsequent generations, the only 
chance of healing li e s in the remote possibility of reverse mu-
t a tion. 
2. The damage is transmitted to descentants. Arguments 
to the effects that we should be phlegmatic about the effects 
of small doses of radiation, becaus e the total damage is urob-
ably no worse than that resulting from various other insults to 
t he organi sm which man tolerates or even enjoys, i gnore the fact 
that among commonly tolerated insults radiation is t he only one 
knovm to affect descena_an t generations. 
3. The damage is hidd.en for a long time before it becomes 
manifes t ed . Hereditary eff ects obviously require at least one 
generation to express themselve s. For the l ar ge class of reces-
si ve mutations, ~any genera tion would on t he aver age , be requir-
ed in a l ar ge, more or less random breeding population. This 
class of mutations is particularly insidious in t he sense t hat 
even when a. particular r ecessive mutati on is final ly revealed, 
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it is usually only a very s mall fraction of the total effect 
t hat has become manifest, the rest still being hidden in in-
dividuals he terozygous for the mutation. 
4. There is no threshold dose. Genetic changes may 
occur at any dose, no matter how small. In drawing up safety 
measures against genetic effects of radiation in human popu-
lations, serious attention must be given this point. If there 
is no threshold dose,then a so called 11 tolerance 11 . dose cannot 
be one which produces no genetic effect, b ut only one which 
does not add a "serious" increase to the effects that already 
occur as a result of natural radiation and other causes 11 • 0 
Most of these conclusion are based on . experimental ani-
mals and extrapolated to human biology. Since experiments with 
human beings are not feasible, studies are being made with ani-
mals in the hopes of obtaining some definite information. "The 
evidence so far indicates that true mutations can be induced 
in mice by means of radiation, the number of 111utations being 
approximately proportional to the total exposure to radiation 11 • 7 
The se mutations are essentially independent of the dose rate 
and anpear to be cumulative throught the years. 
Along with t his experimental work on animals observa-
tions being made by the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission of 
the National Research Council may impart some li ght on the 
direct human effects by observation of persons exposed to 
radiation from the atomic bombs exploded over Japan in 1945. 
This work is sponsored by the U.S • . Atomic Commission and has 
reported reliable data on pathological effects and collected 
some information upon genetic effects. 
Because of the great importance of the subjects on ge-
6Russell, VT. L., "Mammalian Radiation Genetics", symno-
sium of Radiobiology; Oberlin CollegeJ ed. James J. Nickerson 
(New York, 1~5G), p.p. 427-28 
7Glasstone, p. 524 
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netic effects to the human body, careful and detailed study 
must be carried out before the uresent theories can be ac-
cepted without reservations. In vi ew of the experimental 
results ·with animals such as mice there is no doubt in the 
geneticist's mind that radiation can uroduce mutation. The 
amount of radiation needed to nroduce noticeable mutation 
is an uncertainty at present, but t here is great indication 
of the cumulative dosage through the years which should mak e 
each p erson strive to keep personal exposure to a minimum. 
Man must protect his genetic heritage as best he can until 
adequate information is available to substantiate control or 
protection from radiation. 
PART V 
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS 
In study of the pathological effects of radiation the 
first thing covered will be the initial response of the hu-
man body to radiation exposure. This initial response, or 
radiation sickness, is known as a benign but unpleasant state 
occuring during the first few hours following irradiation. 
According to information from Brues and Sacher1 the automatic 
nervous system plays the most imuortant role in this syndrone. 
The most characteristic symptoms of radiation sickness are; 
(1) a rapid accumulation of uric acid in the blood and tissue, 
(2) hypotension, and (3) death to some if the dosage is large 
enough. The most remarkable thing about this syndrone is the 
length of time elapsed between the physiochemical exposure 
and the appearance of symptoms. It takes an extremely large 
dose to kill a human being. 
The bulk of the pathological effects are secondary, at 
least in time. such secondary effects are not unusual in taxi-
cology, of course, and their period of la.tency may depend on 
the lengt h of time the organism can get along without some es-
sential function. The appearance of these effects vari es with 
t he individual and the tissue which has been damaged by the 
radiatl on. It has long been knm,m that many of the features 
of an acute radiation syndrome resemble resuonses to infection. 
lBrues, A. M., and George A. Sacher, "Analysis of Mamma-
lian ~adia tion Injury and Lethality", Symposium of Radiobiology: 
Oberlin College, ed. James J. Nickerson (New York , 1952) p. 441 
., r, 
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This can be accredited to dam&ge incurred by the tissue which 
form the cells for fi ghting infectious invasion. Without the 
production of these cells latent organisms of the body or new 
organisms which may have gained entrance through the cytologi-
cal discontinuity set up an infection which can cause death as 
a secondary effect of irradiation. 
Most of the pathological effects of radiation seem to 
have a cytological basis and just as the genetic effects are 
based on mutation of the gene within the sex cell the uatho-
logical effects are due primarily to mutation occuring in a 
somatic (body) cell. TiJhen a mutation occurs in a body cell 
other than a sex cell it is merely passed along to other body 
cells and not to one's desc endants. These mutated body cell s 
can a.cquire or become more receptive to uncontrolled invasion 
growth which is thought by many to be the cause of leukemia 
and other cancerous growth. 2 This type of abnormal growth of 
the somatic cells after irradiation occurs in tissue like 
sk. in, liver, or b one marrow producing many harmful chane;es 
in the exposed individual. 
One of these changes in an exposed individual which is 
observed soon after irradiation is in the blood. It is known 
t hat an ounce of blood contai ns about one-hundred and fi fty 
billion r ed blood cells and about t wo-hundr ed million white 
cells. There are several varities of white cells, and t hose 
mo s t sensitive to radiation and the lymphocyte s, which consti-
tute about twenty five nercent of all t he whi te cells. It is 
r eported t hat a singl e <'lose of 50 roentgens of radiat ion to 
2s chuber t and Lapp , p. 185 
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the whole body causes t he number of lymphocytes to drop by 
one-half in about two or three days. 3 It takes the normal 
system about a week to return to the preradiation l evel. The 
primary functiorts of these blood cells are to protect the body 
against infection, to aid the body in the repair of tissue, 
and to promote clotting of the blood. As already mentioned ex-
nosure to radiation increases greatly the body's susceptibility 
to infections. The effect upon clotting of blood is shown in 
the ble eding tendency which is one symptom of radia tion si ck-
ness. 11 This bleeding tendency is related in -cart to the dis-
appearance of blood pla.telets (again on a cytological basis) 
and in part to the appearance in the blood of substances which 
4 interfere with coagulation. small changes in the blood cell 
may be the forerunners of anemia, leuk emia and other serious 
and f atal blood diseases. 
Leukemia is the blood disease which needs study from the 
radiation effect cause because of the ultimate fatality of it. 
It is a rare di sease in which uncontrolled overproduction of 
the white blood cells occurs. The cause of this over-oroduction 
is unknown and lies in t he fact t hat many organs in the body 
are responsible for blood-cell production, removal of dead cell, 
and other functions necessary to regul a te the blood composition. 
The organs include the lymnh node, snleen, and bone marrow. 
The lymph nodes and s-oleen produce mainly t he lymphocytes and 
both are very sensitive to radia tion. Other white cells and 
t he red cells are produced in the bone marrow whi ch is very sen-
5schubert and Lapp, p. 157 
6Ibid, p . 158 
sitive to radiation and when damaged may fail to produce new 
cells. Leukemia could possibly be a combination of uncon-
trolled invasion growth of the lymphocytes in the lymph nodes 
and spleen while the bone marrow has reduced its uroduction 
of red cells. Both of these can occur from radiation exposure. 
In connection with leukemia being far more prevalent in 
human beings who have received radiation overexoosure Schubert 
and Lapp give the following report. 
"In the group that was O to 19 years of age at Hiroshima, 
21 cases of leukemia were found by the end of 1954, 9 years 
after the dropping of the bomb. These were children within 
1500 meters of the center of the explosion, whioh means that 
they received dosages of three-hundred roentgens or more. Not 
more than two cases of leukemia would have been expected in an 
unexposed Japanese popUlation of the same age and numbers. n5 
Leukemia has been observed in children who were exposed 
to x-rays in infancy during treatments for enlargement of their 
thymus glands. Parents of children who have already received 
radiation treatments for enlarged thymus can take comfort in 
the statistical fact that at most only one child in two hund-
red so treated has developed leukemia. 6 
From the blood we go to the skin where a noticeable ef-
fect of radiation is the production of a reddening (erythema), 
which results partly from an enlargement of the small blood 
vessels supplying the skin. The development of an erythema 
is often used to gauge the amount of radiation delivered dur-
ing____.x-ray or radium treatment. This erythema is an inflam-
matory reaction o.f . the skin. which is reversible if the dosage 
i s not too great. 
5schubert and Lapp, p. 157 
6 Ibid, p. 158 
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The next type of skin chan ge could be classed as a con-
cli tional reversible change where the pi e_:mentation of the ir-
radiated skin changes which may last for weeks to months or 
even years. 
"Radiation pigmented skin does not react to further ex-
posure with the same sensitivity as does skin not exposed, 
hence the classification as a conditional reversible skin ef-
fect. 7 Along with this pigmented sk in should be classified. 
the temporary loss of hair due to irradiation. The hair fol-
licles and glands of the skin are often affected by radiation. 
In heavily exposed skin, destruction of the sweat glands can 
cause the skin to lose completely the ability to sweat. 'iTi th 
very high dosage the skin also loses its normal greasy texture 
because of destruction of the oil-producing glands. 
With increased irradiation skin changes reach the uoint 
in which they are all irreversible. The glanular changes can 
reach this extreme. The following tYPes of disorders have 
been observed with excessive radiation dosage: (1) acute or 
chronic dermatitis with atrophic or. hYPertrophic sl{in changes, 
( 2) formation of teleangiectases, ( 3) formation of skin ulcers, 
and. (4) on the extreme end sl{in cancers. All four of these 
are considered to be irreversible and the most baffling rela-
tionship is the very long latency period between exuosure and 
the a·ouearance of sy-mptoms which indicate the.t the original 
damage was this great. 
Mature bone is considered to be radiation-resi s tant but 
much harm can be incurred if radiation occurs in growing bone. 
7Ellinger, p. 113 
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As t'1e a ge of the person increases there is a definite decre-
ase in sensitivity of bones to radiation. It is general l y 
recognized that the sensitive part of t he b one is the ep i?hysis 
8 
wher e mos t cell activity is taking place. It is here that cyto-
logical malformation can occur. From this fa,ct alone every at-
temp t :oossi ble shoul d be ta.ken to -orotect t he e-o iphyseal lines 
of the bones of growing children during therapeutic urocedur es. 
One of the therapeutic practices of today occurs in the diag-
nostic x-rays used by many dentists. The pati ent should be 
sure of his doctor's knowledge before having an excessive num-
ber of such x-rays talcen. The pathological di sease occuring 
after such practices i s jaw necrosis. It is found to occur 
more frequently in the mandibula than in the maxilla and in in-
stances where carious or diseased teeth were nresent during 
radiation therapy along with -ooor mouth hygiene immedi a tely 
follm,ring exoosure. It may occur within a few months to four 
or more years after irradiation. Tooth extraction i mmediately 
followin g irradiation ha s repeatedly been recognized as the 
cause of t his osteonecrosis. In many places t he ext r action of 
disea sed teeth nrior to t he institution of rad iation therapy 
is mandatory. The jaw is then given at least two weeks in or-
der to allow some reconstruction of t he jaw bones before ir-
radia tion. This delay is justified on the basis of the ser-
iousness of jaw necrosis and future complication such a s t he 
p ossibility of bone cancer due to accumulation of i sotop es 
stored in t he bone. 
Another pa thological eff ect which se ems to have a cyto-
8Ibid, p. 185 
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logical basis is sterility which occurs after t he cells of the 
gonads undergo chan ce brought about by radiation. The testes 
of man are much more susceptible than the ovaries of woman. 
·whether t he cell destruction that occurs here is from a mechan-
ical breakdown of the chromosomes or from fluid poison produc-
ed in the body fluids is unknown. The cells most susceptible 
to irradiation appear to be those which show rapid division 
for replacement and which do not have a large nucleic acid re-
serve according to Giles. 9 This is true of many of t he cellular 
basis of the pathological effects covered in this pap er. 
Last let us remind you that the chronic lifetime effects 
of irradiation are cancer and a shortening of l i fe based on 
heredity or some pathological disorder. To increase longevity 
and reduce suffering let each uerson keep personal exoosure to 
a minimum. 
9Giles, Norman J. Jr., "Recent Evidence on the Mechanism 
of Chromosome Aberration Production by Ionizing Radiations", 
S mposium of Radiobiolo , : Oberlin Colle ~e, ed.James J. Nick er-
son, New York, 1952 p . 268 
PART VI 
"RADIATION SAF£ TY 11 
Radiation damage is a comparatively new hazard to man's 
well-being and safety measures must start from the be ginning 
by educating the nublic. The public must be awakened to the 
perils of radiation hazards before they can be brought under 
proper control. Naturally the first prerequisite for action 
and the constructive approach to the problem is knowledge. 
In this case the awareness of the radiation effect mentioned 
previously is most important. The intimate detalis are better 
left to the expert but the public needs to know enough to eval-
uate the biological hazards and to insist on proper control 
legislation. Future research is necessary in the mechanism of 
cell damage by radiation, the nature of cell repair, and to ex-
tend present inadequate knowledge of the mechanism of cell grow-
th. 
Schub ert and Lapp suggest one of the best legislative 
moves in radiation safety. 
"Control service should be authorized to license all flu-
oroscopes of all kinds, of radium devices, and of all radiation 
producing machines. such a license should be granted only aft er 
the applicant has de monstrated a competence to use the equipmen t 
and an adequate knowledge of safe radiation '.0ractice. Licensees 
would be subject to preiodi c che ck-ups to in sure that proper r e.d-
i a ti on controls were in eff ect. The licensee would be re qu ired 
to keen up-to-date records of evP.ry dose delivered to a patient 
in excess of one roent gPn. Data. about indiviaual emosure would 
be collected by . the Control service in a .. nationa.l re gistry. No 
doubt such r ecord-keeping wo uld be expensive, but it would serve 
as an excellent check upon the individual's dosage and would cur-
tail excessive irradiation for benigh conditions. It would in 
addition, permit orderly f ollow up studi es of peoole who ar~ 
k.no,m ~o ~ave been ove rexoo sed. It se em s to us t hat the keeping 
of radia tion histories or diaries for U.S. citizens is an essen-
26 
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tial feature of the atomic age. Modern business machines and 
electronic com-outers should ease t he problem of tedious and 
costly record-kee-oing. However, federal record-kee:ping is an t 
to be looked upon- by organized medicine a s akin to socialized 
medicine, and congress may expect bitter opposition to this 
control feature of radiation urotection".l 
Adequate personal r ecord keeping would greatly aid in 
radiation control. Shielding of the patient from unnecessary 
radiation would aid also. In most cases shielding is not a 
difficult matter, yet for some reason the practice is not wi de-
ly adopted in U. S. Shielding especially of the ~onads would 
reduce the effects of radia t ion upon heredity. The p urpose of 
radiation control is to limit radiation hazards and not toe-
liminBte them entirely, for the diagnostic val ue of x-rays is 
of immense value in corrective and preventive medicine. Like-
wise radioisotopes show comparable diagnostic value, bu t t heir 
unrestricted use on a large scale right now seems premature in 
t he light of our lack of knowledge of the ultimate biological 
effects and in view of the inadequa te controls which govern 
their use. 
All work on control of radiation is not left to the fu-
ture for radiation experts have recognized t he great hazards 
of radiation exoo sure to children and have given special re-
commendations and regulati on for control. 
11 . In the u. s., emp loyment of persons under 18 yrs of 
a ge for work wi :th radioactive :nat erial s is urohi b i ted by reg-
ulations oromulgated by the secretar~ of labor. 
2. In cases in which minors may be exoosed to radia-
in the course of their normal activities, protective measure s 
(should) be taken to make s ure that no minor actually r eceives 
radiation at a weekly rate higher t han 1/10 the u er missible 
weekly doses. -
lschubert and Lapp, p . 261 
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3. The permissible dose for persons over 45 years of 
age are double those allowe d for younger adults wi t h respect 
to most tissue. 
4. The radiation protection group a t the Harvard Medi-
cal school has for many years applied a policy dictating that 
in cases where tracer a_oses of radioactive isotones are used 
for experimental purpos es ( excluding alpha-emi ttlng isotopes 
which are regarded extremely dangerous), the doses for child-
ren under 152yrs of age must be no more than 1/5 thos e allowed 
the adults!'. 
The individual who works with radiation mus t practice 
every safety precaution. The obvious way of avoiding radia.-
tion is to increase the distance b etween the worker and the 
sour ce of radiation. Where the distance is still near enough 
for appreciable damage suitable ab1orbers or shields s hould 
be used. The type of shield or absorber depends up on the type 
of r adiation. Be t a particl es can be shielded. with plastics, 
such as luci te or even gl B.ss while gamma radiation requires ma-
terials with high density and high atomic number such a s lead.3 
Rubb er gloves are suff icient to absorb alpha. particles and mo s t 
alnha emitter s can be mani pulated without difficulty, urovided 
rigid ,re cau tions are taken to avoid inhalation . 
The work with sub st~nces emitting alpha particles should 
be carried out in well ventilated spaces, or a respirator should 
b e worn. Glove s should b e used, i n any case, to prevent radi-
a tion c on tact with the sk in. Special protective clothing is 
worn a.uring work which is shed when leaving the radioactive 
area. 11 Food should not be stored, prepared , or eaten i n nlaces 
where radioactive substances are presPnt, and t h ere should b e 
n o socking b ecause of t he dRnger of inge stion of active ma teri-
2Ibid D 155 ' ; . 
3 Glasstone, p . 513 
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als from contaminated hands". 4 Ingestion of radioactive sub-
s~ances has greater dan ger due to t he f a ct that it works from 
t he inside near vital organs. It's radiation need not be pen-
etrating to be very damaging. It is kno,,m 1,1rhen a complex or-
ganism is exposed to radiation the de gree of damage depends on 
which body cells are affected. The more vi te.l parts are gener-
ally some distance from the surface. Radiation coming from out-
side can only harm cells according to it penetrating power. X-
rays and ga mma rays are much more penetrating that the uarticle 
radiation. If radiation originates inside the body then its 
effects can harm vital organs sooner. Care should then be taken 
that hand.s be well washed and in most plants hana.s and shoes are 
monitored before leaving the working area for radio activity. 
Another safety factor which is faced by the science lab-
oratories working with isotop e tracers is the disposal of radio-
active wa.ste. Glasstone list the two general 1Jrinciples which 
are presently r e commended. 
11 First the uarticular radioisotoue should be mixed wi th a 
large amount of a· stable isotope (or i -soto:pes) of the same ele-
ment in t he same chemical form. In this way, the acrnunt of ac-
tive material likely to be taken up, by a plant or other livin g 
organism is greatly diminished since the various isotopes of a 
gi ven element will be absorbed .in the proportions uresent. 
second, t h e waste solutions should be very greatly diluted with 
water, so as to reduce the activity in a given volume before 
discharge to t he sewer. By keeping below certain limits radio-
phosphous (p321 and radio iodine (Il31) can be disposed of in 
this manner. Radio active carbon (Cl4) compounds can be burned, 
and the gases exhausted into the air, with due urecautions to 
insure very through dilution. All radioactive wastes can be 
buried in the earth at a minimum depth of 5 feet in suitably 
restricted areas, urovided the material is first mixed with a 
stable isotope of the same element, in the same cheraical form. 
The activity of the material that may be buried each day is 
strictly limited".5 
4Ib1d 
5 Ibid., p. 522 
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Precautions can be followed before medical exposure which 
greatly reduce the general damage to the system. This consist 
of giving the patient certain agents before and during eXDosure 
which comuete for oxygen in the body. These agents tie up the 
oxygen which would otherwise be use by radiation to oxidize and 
thus alter the components of the body cells. Two such agents 
which show good promise for this purpose are cysteine and gluto-
t hione. 6 
After an individual has been exposed to radiation espec-
ially an excessive amount the following recommended measures 
should be followed. 7 
1. blood tranfusion if necessary from laboratory test 
2. bed rest and sedatives 
3. maintanence of body fluids and mineral balance 
4. if infection develops, the administration of broad 
spectrum antibiotics in large doses. 
5. give anti-shock drugs 
6. give spleen tissue and bone marrow tissue if nee-
e s sary. 
Mos t scientist feel that the danger from mis su s e med-
ically is greater than from bomb tests. The safety precautions 
here becomes of individual concern and it is up to each individ-
ual to a cqui re enough knowledge to deter :nine his own situation. 
"You may be somewhat embarrased about examining your doc-
tor on his knowledge of radiation, but it is well to remember 
6Atomic Energy Commission, Use of Isotopes in Medical Re-
search, Diagnosis, and Therapy (Washington, 1956), p. 14 
7schubert and Lapp, p . D. 85-86 
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that the risks involved in continuous exposure before t he flu-
orosconic screen are much greater than from an ordinary x-ray 
photo. · First of all find out which fo rm of irradiation is to 
be used. Our advice is to follow t hese few rules. 
1. Ask your doctor whether he is going to take x-ray 
photos, if he says, 11 no II and uses an x-ray machine, he is 
using fluoroscopy. In t hat case it may be well to pause and 
consider. 
2. If you suspect that you are pregnant, tell the doc-
tor that you wish to ha ve the routine x-ray examination -oost-
poned. 
3. If you know that you are pregnant, do not allow any 
x-rays unless t hey are quite localized as to an extremity, or 
unless t here is preferential shielding of the womb or unless 
the cond.i tion is so critical as to warrant the ca.lculated risl{. 
4. If it is necessary for you or your children to under-
go radiotherapy, ask if the condition being treated is malig-
nant. If it is non-malignant, ask t he doctor about a.lternative 
modes of treatment. 
5. Tell the doctor that you are keeping a p ersonal rad-
iation diary for yourself and your family. Ask him to give 
you in writing a s ummary of the x-ray or radium treatment, i n-
cluding a specification of the roentgen dosage, tge area treat-
ed , and an e stimate of t he d osa ge to the gonads". 
As a safety measure keep that radia tion diary and have 
your own doctor record an dosage t ha t the body mi ght receive. 
Schubert and Lapp E;ives an excellent one as an appendage on t he 
flyl eaf of t heir b ook which i s worth giving i n this report. A 
form of their diary is illustrated on t he followi ng page. 
8Ibid, p. 179 
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Your Radiation Diary 
Name 
·----------------~-----
Address Date of Birth 
------------------------ ----------------------~ 
Date•Physician1Locality1 De tails Of Irradiation,Dosage , :5: stima ted, Comrn ent s 
1 , s9 2cify area i rradia- , , Dose to 
,ea , shield ing , tyue of, , Gonads 
,treatment, qual ity of, 
,radi ation , and filter, 
, factors. 
PART VII 
"CONCLUSION" 
Ionizing radiation by it dissination of energy in re-
moval of electrons f r om t he molecule s ma-1::i ng U') the human 
b ody can bring about chemical chans es which are detrimental 
to the cells or tissue in whi ch the molecule is found. This 
can be done by actually ej ecting an electron ancl l eaving t he 
molecule ionized or by excitation (changing the energy level 
of the electron). The former has more drastic effect on t he 
human t ody t han doe s t he lat t er. 
The fundamental effects of radi ation b egin with the cell. 
Here where there is a ver y large percent of water the ionizir..g 
radia.t i on can decomnose t his water and form peroxides which 
are toxic to the cell . Especially t he cell nucleus feels t his 
interference in synthesis of e ssential ma.terial and mitosis or 
cell division i s delayed or compl e tely s topped due to radia tion 
effects. The differen t cells of t h e body exhibit di fferen t 
s en si tivity to radi a tion. 
Radia tion interf er e s more wi t h the heredi ty or genetic 
makeup of an individual than any other part. Here it can 
cause dras tic chemi ca.l changes i n t he b asic units , gene s , 
which can bri!:'1g about a c~·iang e within future B:enerations. 
The s e change s can r ange from slight malfunction of a cell with-
in t he body to death f r om a l e thal gene produced during mu-
t a tion from radiation. The to t al eff ect of 8. slight malfun c-
3 3 
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tion can b e greater than a lethal gene if a l ar ge enough per-
cent of t he en tire p opula tion i s effected in t hi s way by ra-
diation. These mutations can b e caused by radia t ion, by t he 
' production of toxic substances, i onization b reakage of chem-
ical bonds, or causing t wo or more break s in a chromosome. 
Mo s t of these ~utant g en e s will produce a har mf ul eff ect or 
disturban ce in man. A much higher percent of these mutations 
occur when the gonads are allowed to receive direct radiation. 
The radiation effect to heredity i s accumulative from birth 
until the last child is born of a 9arent. 
Most of the pathological effects of radiation se em to 
ha ve a cytological ba s i s due -orimarily to mutation of t he so-
matic cells . The first pat hologi cal change noticed after ir-
radiation is a change in t he blood. This change can vary from 
a t emporary upse t in proporti on of red and white blood cell to 
a malignant conditi on such a s le ukemia. This early change i n 
blood usually greatly reduces t he body's defense against in-
f ection and can lead to serious infectious dis eases . The pa t h-
ological effect on the skin, also, has a wi d_e range. It can 
vary fror:1 er y t hema to s:dn cancer. Effected along with t he 
skin eoitheluim i s t he hair follicle s (loss of hai r) swea t 
glands , and oil gl ands found i n t he skin. Bon e , es9eciall y 
gr owing bone, can be retarted in gr owt h by radiati on. The 
ma ture bone on t he other hand is auite resistant unless r adio-
a ctive isotop es a.re being dep osi t ed in them whi ch can l ead to 
bone cancer. In al l patholog i cal effect s t he out s t anding f ea-
ture lies in the shortening of life and productioh of can cer 
which result from excess eXDosure. 35 
Saf e ty from ra,diation will only come from knowl edge of 
i t s effects and by control le gisla tion based on sound scien-
tific pri nciples. Personal safety will come from adequate 
uersonal records and sensible medical use. We know that med-
ically radiation has done more good than harm but let U '3 str- · 
ive for a wide ratio between the two. The person working 
di rectly wi th radio isotopes should :oract i ce ever y safety pre -
caution and take advantage of all shielding devic e s and i)ro-
tective clothing kn own. The dis1)osal of waste has already 
been placed under control legislation which will suffice if 
followed to the letter. t,rork is also progr e ssing on t he use 
of agents to reduce the effects of radiati on during t heraDeu-
t i c treatments. The compounds such as cysteine and glutothi-
one s i ow great promise in this field. 
This brief summation of the effects of radia tion should 
serve well as an introductory unit in high school biology. It 
is an attempt to show to the .student a need f or this tyDe of 
knowledge and to help them realize how they will be involved 
with radiation in the future. It covers primarily the hazards 
of i onizing radiation and included will be t he acquiring of a 
basic vocabulary of t h e related biological terms listed in the 
accompaning glossary. 
Present day research indicates a large variety of ueace 
time applications which will play a part in nearly every stu-
dent's future. These application include: 
1. Production of uower 
2. Improved medical therapy 
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3 . Isotonic tracer study of disease 
4. Leukemia therapy 
5. Insect killing 
6. sterilizing foods infested with parasites 
7. Bacterial sterilization 
8 . Ap:ricul t ural anpli cation 
a. New strains of ulants from radiation mutations 
b. Measurement of fats on beef animals 
c. sterilization of screw worm fly (males) 
9 . Radiography of welds 
10. Crack ing of ga soline 
11. Changing charact eristics of pla stics 
12. Det ecting lea.k s in gas and oil mains 
13. Thickness gauge. 
From a survey of this list of auplications it is evident that 
a l a r ge percent is closely related to biology and should be of 
interest to future biologist. The ultimate value of radia tion 
to the human r a ce will depend to a great extent on how well 
scientist meet and cope with these effe cts unon the human body 
which regulate the dividing line between constructive and de-
structive value of all ionizing radiation produced. It is the 
resp onsibility of biology instructors to caution the students 
about the :oossible hazards alon g with t he scientific future 
which radiation has in b iolog ical research. 
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GLOS 2;ARY 
1. Anemia - A condition in which the blood cells are either 
de f icient i n number or abnormal in other ways such as he mo-
gl ob in con tent. 
2. Atom - t he smalle s t nart of an element t hat en t ers into 
t he composition of molecules. 
3. Carious - have decayed area on the teeth or bones. 
4. Cell - smallest unit of organismal structur e. 
5. Chr omatin - a dPeply staining protopl a smic material oc-
curing in the mucleus of cells. 
6. Chromosome - important rod-shape constituent of all cells 
containing the gen e s or hered ity determining units. 
7. Coagulation - the act or sta te of becoming viscous, j elly-
lide, or solid. 
8 . Cytological - dealin g wi t h or r el a ted to t he st r ucture, 
fun ctions and organic processes of t he cells. 
9. Cytoplasm - t he Drotoplasm of the cell exclusive of t he 
nucle us. 
10. De soxyribonucleoprotein - the primary constituent of t h e 
cell nucleus. 
11. Enzyme - organic catalyses, protein in nature, with sue-
ci f i c p owers of reaction formed by living c ells b ut indenendent 
of latter in acti on. 
12. Ep inhysis - t he growing p ortion of t he b one. 
13. Erythema - morbid redness of skin due to conge stion of t he 
capillaries. 
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14. Excitation - rai si ng of an electron in an atom to a hi gh-
er ener gy level. 
15. Free radical - extremely reactive fragments of molecul es 
released by radiation within an organism. 
16. Gene - the smallest unit of heredity found on the chromo-
sone and concerned with hereditary characters. 
17. Glycolyses - hydrolytic decomposition of sugar. 
18. Gonads - essential sexual gland s, ovaries or testes. 
19. Inf ectious - canable of being easily spread or any disease 
caused by entrance, growth , an d multiplication of microorgan-
isms. 
20. Ingestion - t ak ing within the body as food for diges t ion. 
21. Inhalation - act of brea thing or tsldng in of air. 
22. Ionizing radiation - any t ype of radiation which can re-
move an electron from a molecule during dissipation of energy. 
23. Isotope s - two or more sp ecie s of t he same element. 
24. Latency period - t he time elapse between exposure and f irst 
manifestation of radiation damage. 
25. Lethal gene - any gene whi ch is fatal in its hereditary 
effects. 
26 . Leukemia - rare disease in which uncon trolled overnroduc-
tion of the white blood cells occurs. 
27 . Longevity - l ength of lif e . 
28 . Lym-ohocytes - one of the white blood corpuscl e s derived 
from the lymuh nodes and use to protect t he body from infection. 
29 . Metabolism - t he nroces s by whi ch cells or tis sues tran s-
f orm food materials into t heir won vi t el s ub stances. 
30. Mitosis - indi r ect cell divi sion i nvolving diff er entiation 
of chromosome s. 
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31. Mutati on - any sudden chan~e in heredity fron narent to 
off s-oring. 
32. Necrosis - death of cell tis sue or bone. 
3 '7-u . Pathological - pertaining to the causes of di sease. 
Phlegmatic - containing a viscous, wate r y mucous. 
35. Physiochemical - pertaining to t he chemistry of the body 
processes. 
36. Pycnosis - a thickening or condensation of the cell nucl eus. 
37. Resu i ration - t he chemical processes by which t he organism 
absorbs oxygen and gives off wa s te products. 
38. Roent gen - unit used to measure the quantity of absorbed 
radiation based on amount of ionization produced under suecific 
conditions. 
39. Spermatozoa - immature male sexual cells. 
40. sterility - l a ck of fertility. 
41. Syndrome - a set of symptons which oc cur together and char-
acteristic of a certain ailment. 
42. Teleangrectases - dilatation of blood or lymph capillary 
v e s sel s. 
43 . Therapeutic - pertaining to act of healing such as remedi e s 
for diseases. 
44. Thymus - a gland of lymuoid ci:aracter concerned with growth 
and blood formation. 
45. Vacuolation - t he develon t:1 ent of small cavities or space s 
in the cells which contain air or flui d. . 
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